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TEXT OF RESOLUTION

HAVING APPROVED Report No. 7 submitted by the Secretary General under the
title "Traffic in Women",

The ICPO-Interpol General Assembly, meeting in Washington from 10th to 15th
October 1960 at its 29th session:

RECALLS the provisions of the resolution adopted during the 26th session
(Lisbon, 1957) in particular with respect to the need for strict control of
international tours of artistes on their arrival and at their departure;

EMPHASIZES the difficulties encountered everywhere by the police in gathering
the necessary legal evidence of the offence of proxenetism, especially when it
involves an international process;

In view of the abolitionist tendency that is manifested in the international
texts and in the legislation of many countries,

CONSiders that, in the light thereof, international conventions and national
laws should be amended or supplemented with a view to combating proxenetism in its
true or disguised forms more effectively;

REQUESTS, therefore, that the Secretary General undertake, for this purpose,
a study of the amendments to be made to the 1949 Convention in particular and that
he submit the study to the General Assembly at a subsequent session.